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line style liquid crystal display

per minute (ppm), used for page printers such as
laser printers.

line style In desktop publishing, printing, and
high-end word processing, the form and quality
of a line, such as a dotted line, a double line, or a
hairline. See also hairline.

line surge A sudden, transient increase in the
voltage or current carried by a line. A nearby
lightning strike, for example, can cause a surge in
power lines that can damage electrical equip
ment. Delicate types of equipment such as com
'puters are often protected from line surges by
surge suppressors placed in the power lines.

line voltage The voltage present in a power line.
In North America, line voltage is approximately
115 volts alternating current (AC).

line width The length of a line of type measured
from the left margin to the right margin on a
piece of paper or on a computer screen. On a
typewriter, line width is usually measured in
terms of the number of monospace alphanumeric
characters that can fit on the line; on a computer
printer or monitor, line width is normally mea
Slued in inches, centimeters, points, or picas.

linguistics The analytic study of human lan
guage. Close ties exist between linguistics and
computer science because of mutual interest in
grammar, syntax, semantics, formal language
theolY, and natural-language processing.

link To produce an executable program from
compiled modules (programs, routines, libraries)
by merging the object code (assembly language
object code, executable machine code, or a varia
tion of machine code) of the program and resolv
ing interconnecting references (such as a library
routine called by a program). Also, to connect
two elements in a data structure by using index
variables or pointer variables. See also index,
linker, pointer.

linkage editor See linker.
linked list In programming, a list of nodes or ele

ments of a data structure connected by pointers.
A singly linked list has one pointer in each node,
pointing to the next node in the list; a doubly
linked list has two pointers in each node, point
ing to the next and previous nodes. In a circular

list, the first and last nodes of the list are linked
together. Both linked lists and arrays are often
used to implement the list, stack, and queue data
structures. Linked lists have the advantages of dy
namic node allocations and no requirements that
nodes all be of the same type; arrays have the ad
vantage of direct access to a given node. Com
pare linear list; see also array, key, list, node.

linker A program that links compiled modules
and data files to create an executable program. A
linker can also have other functions, such as cre
ation of libraries. See also library, link, program
creation.

link time The length of time required to link a
program; also, the period during which a pro
gram is being linked (for example, static binding
occurs at link time, whereas dynamic binding oc
curs at run time). See also compile time, link, run
time.

Linotronic Any in the series of high-quality type
setting devices known as Linotronic laser image
setters, which can print at resolutions such as
1270 and 2540 dots per inch (dpi). These devices
are commonly attached to PostScript raster image
processors (RIPs) so that desktop publishing ap
plications can typeset directly from a microcom
puter. See also imagesetter, PostScript, raster
image processor.

Linpack A benchmarking routine that solves 100
simultaneous equations in a test of CPU, floating
point, and memory-access speeds. As with many
benchmarking tests, compiler efficiency is a ma
jor component in the result.

LIPS Acronym for linear inferences per second.
A measure of speed for some types of artificial
intelligence machines and expert systems.

liquid crystal display Abbreviated LCD. A type
of display that uses a liquid compound having a
polar molecular structure, sandwiched between
two transparent electrodes. When an electric
field is applied, the molecules align with the
field, forming a crystalline arrangement that po
larizes the light passing through it. A polarized
filter laminated over the electrodes blocks polar
ized light and transmits nonpolarized light. In this
way, a grid of electrodes can selectively "turn on"
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